Wednesday 10th June
Good morning year 5,
Looks like it might be a rainy day, a good day for board games, snuggling up with
stories and indoor dens! Also a few other tasks…
English task : In your writing booklet, check you have completed all your ‘imitation
sentences’ (Strangely…. Interestingly….. In addition…..Furthermore…….) Today’s
task is to complete the next practice pages called ‘Write away’- play the sentence
starter game to choose what you are writing about.
Mymaths task: Today you need to complete the grouping data task. Here are the
support videos to help you.
Question 1 : https://www.loom.com/share/b52f9ba1ca684dd3a276436ab74c98d2
Question 2 : https://www.loom.com/share/4a0b53311b5d4a3189a82685d4648ff1
Try the practice lesson on the right on your screen and watch the support video
before you start the homework task on the left of your screen. Remember you can
have more than one try. Often children who get 100% have had 2 or 3 tries- fantastic
perseverance!
Topic task: This week you should choose 2-3 tasks to work on. You could try and
choose one task from each of the 3 topic sheets if you have time. Some activities will
take longer than others so you might find your task lasts you for a few days. Think
about the best way to present your work- how can you make it appealing to the
person reading or looking at it? Today I have attached an example of a fact sheet
about a scientist who became famous for his medical achievements- you could
create a similar one about another scientist who has made amazing medical
discoveries for your museum. Send in any pictures of your topic work so far so we
can celebrate the amazing research you have been doing.
Challenge task: In recognition of national empathy day yesterday, explore the
website https://www.empathylab.uk/empathy-read-aloud and discover why empathy
is so important. You can read a short story, listen to a favourite author read you a
story, watch a film clip, complete one of the activities with your family.
Reading: Listen to chapter 7 of the Nowhere Emporium (attached to the
email). Your pictures of the main characters in this book were great- keep sending
them in.
Remember just email if you have any questions, worries or just want to say hello!
Anyone from 5 Shakespeare I didn’t speak to yesterday I will be in touch again
today.
Have a great day
Year 5 Team

